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May distribution was pretty smooth. Our produce coming around noon caused some downtime for the
floor workers. We survived. Thank you everyone for working together and teaching the new members
how and what to do. If there’s ever a concern with anyone, you can always email any board member to
address questions you may have about how things work. During distribution it seems people are pretty
focused on what they are doing and may not always answer things with enough detail or take time for
questions. Thanks for your patience!!
Next distribution Tuesday June 16th!!
As far as I know we are expecting some new guest orders for the month of June. Sara, Jennifer, Megan,
Laurie, Mary Beth (a returning member), and Linda will be some new faces. Remember to grab a name
tag so they’ll know who you are. Our new members’ names for May were Audrey, Carol and Marilyn.
Nancy Clark (OV) is working closely with our president and board members to try to find a replacement
for Specialty Foods meats. We can still order Beeler pork products thru UNFI and beef from TMZ.
Chicken and Turkey are still under investigation, so to speak. We checked into a website that gives
information for buying meats around Michigan: WWW.EATWILD.COM. Feel free to check it out.
Parents and Grandparents might want to check out www.gDiapers.com to see the new breathable
flushable diapers!!
While filling out your Extra’s sheet, do yourself a favor and leave the math to the cashier. We’ll just
need Qty and price – she’ll do the adding. Yeah!
Sincerely,
Denise Hauk, Secretary for BFC
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